“Without our volunteers there is no BCS, they are our lifeblood and without them and their volunteering support, we are nothing” – Michael Grant, BCS Immediate Past President
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Firstly, we would like to thank you for volunteering with BCS. Your time and effort is greatly appreciated by us, our members and IT professionals. You are contributing towards our charitable objective of making it good for society and we hope you find it an enjoyable and rewarding experience.

The content in this handbook covers a few basics to help you get started in your role. Refer to this as needed and if you’re unsure of anything feel free to contact us, or other volunteers in your network.

1. Overview of BCS

BCS is a professional membership organisation with a Royal Chartered obligation to **make IT good for society**. The work of our volunteers plays a huge part in helping us with this aim.

At BCS, we aim to ensure everyone’s experience with technology is positive. It’s something we’ve been committed to since 1957. Today we have over 60,000 members in 150 countries, and a wider community of business leaders, educators, practitioners and policy-makers. They are all committed to our mission to lead the IT industry through its ethical challenges, to support the people who work in the industry, and ensure the digital journey is safe and positive for everyone.

1.1 Five Pillars

Everything we do at BCS is built on our five strategic pillars, which make it possible for us to raise standards and realise greater potential in the technology industry.

2. Benefits of Volunteering with BCS

In volunteering with BCS you are part of a wide network of people you can collaborate and share learning with. Your volunteering role will enable you to meet people outside of your current network and be part of a wider community. Whichever role you take on, you will be learning new skills which are applicable not just to BCS volunteering but to your wider professional life. We asked some of our volunteers for advice they would give to newcomers...
2.1 Member profiles

Kylie Fowler
Kylie is a volunteer with a passion for events and community. She works as an independent consultant and event organiser for the Service Management & IT Asset Management Group.

Read Kylie’s full profile here

What would you say to a new volunteer who asks you how to be successful?

‘Make sure you have a clear sense of what you want to do and what you want to get out of BCS. Don’t wait for other people to tell you what to do. Think of BCS as a platform and come here with ideas of your own and ask BCS to support you with them.

’We will then do what we can to facilitate those ideas, but you have to be the driving force behind them. In time, you’ll need less and less help from BCS and be able to run things on your own and help others.’

Sam De Silva
Sam is Partner at CMS and is the legal advisor on data, technology and outsourcing projects. Sam makes it his mission to dispel myths and educate other IT professionals to ensure everyone is on the same page.

Read Sam’s full profile here

What would you say to a new volunteer who asks you how to be successful?

‘My advice would be to prepare in advance. Before you begin volunteering, you need to understand what your objectives are and what you are trying to achieve. What are your reasons for volunteering - is it to put something back, or for your own personal development?

‘You also need to acknowledge that there will be challenges both in relation to people and organisational issues and sometimes you’ll think “is it worth it?”, especially when you’re not getting paid.

‘Once you’ve established all of this, talk to other people about what it’s like before diving in.’
What would you say to a new volunteer who asks you how to be successful?

‘Take the opportunities that you are interested in and fully engage with them. Don’t focus on what value you will get from the activity because payback will come in unexpected ways and may be more valuable than any trade-off you might have made. Don’t take on something just because it will be good for your CV: your heart won’t be in it and the rewards will be poor.’

You can find more community volunteer profiles on this page

3. Community Values

These community values have been developed by our volunteers and highlight the importance of working together as a unified team. The values were an output from the 2019/20 community programme ‘new beginnings’. The purpose of the programme was to put a spotlight on why people volunteer, our collective purpose and how BCS can support development of the volunteers.

The 6 Community Values

We Are One team

We believe that strong relationships between governance, staff and member groups can directly benefit members, IT professionals and wider society.

Nurturing a New Generation of IT professional

We believe that working with universities, students, employers and apprentices will help to nurture a generation of ethical professionals that will continue to provide a safe, inclusive and progressive society enabled by technology.

Building an Inclusive Profession

We believe that the IT profession is stronger when it is inclusive and engaging.

Making IT Better for Society

We believe that we can play a positive role in ensuring IT is good for society. Working with our communities and sharing our expertise will help to make IT better for society.
Supporting Volunteer Development

We believe that developing ourselves and other volunteers will further our profession and advance our purpose.

Growing our Membership and Community

We believe that as member groups we have a critical role in growing our membership and influence by advocating BCS and professionalism to the wider profession.

3.1 Code of Conduct

In addition to these values we also have the BCS Code of Conduct for all members to uphold. This defines the characteristics we share as practitioners who are serious about building a responsible computing profession. Adhering to the BCS code of conduct means you show your commitment to working in the public interest - it’s the very foundation of our profession.

4 Community

Our community encompasses a wide range of volunteers, people from a diverse range of backgrounds, locations and expertise. From students to retirees, there’s something for everyone.

4.1 Branches and Specialist Groups

Our community groups fall into two categories – local branches and specialist groups. Local branches are based in a specific geographical area, they meet and hold events with local IT professionals. As representatives of BCS in their local area they raise awareness of what we do and extend their network through collaboration. Specialist groups are focused on a particular IT specialism. They aim to project our expertise beyond the boundaries of BCS and into the wider IT community. Branches and specialist groups work together in a number of ways, whether that be sharing ideas and expertise or running a joint event. Our Basecamp platform (see section 6.4) is a great tool to facilitate this collaboration.

Each branch and specialist group committee will be comprised of different roles depending on their needs and focus. However, the following positions are mandatory on all our committees and must be filled by BCS professional members (MBCS):

Chair – Ensures that there is full participation during meetings, that all relevant matters are discussed and that effective decisions are made and carried out.

Treasurer – Has responsibility for the finances of the committee. Keeps track of all the expenditure and completes budgets.

Diversity and inclusion officer – Ensures the committee is run in a way which is inclusive, as well as working on initiatives to diversify the group. This position can be taken on by an existing member of the committee or it can be a separate role.
There are also recommended roles including secretary, early careers representative, education liaison officer, industry liaison, and events co-ordinator.

We do not restrict people to a single role, if you want to hold a position on more than committee or take on multiple roles within the same committee, this is permitted.

4.2 Early Careers

BCS are developing a community focused on supporting those who are new to the industry. The group will be formed of a core committee known as the Early Careers Executive. We are encouraging each branch and specialist group to appoint an early career advocate to their committee to champion the views and needs of those entering the IT industry. You can find out more about this group here and the leadership of this group can be contacted directly at: earlycareers@bcs.org

4.3 Embrace

BCS Embrace is a specialist group looking at race and ethnicity in the IT industry. Their focus is on making the IT profession more racially diverse by supporting BCS and external initiatives.

4.4 BCS Women

BCS Women offer a range of opportunities, services and support to women working in computing and IT, in related professions and also to students of computing. They have a large and energetic network of members and welcome all women whether in work, in education, on career breaks or retired.

4.5 Student Chapters

Student chapters are groups of university students, usually part of a computing (or related subject) society who have chosen to form an association with BCS. We facilitate links with other BCS volunteers and members to find speakers, build their network, run CV workshops and other employability or subject related activities. If your committee want to reach out to a local student chapter just let your co-ordinator know.

4.6 Organisational Members

BCS have a growing number of Organisational Members (OM) – this is a corporate membership where organisations buy membership for their staff. They do this to inspire self-development, encouraging staff to be part of the professional body delivers engaged individuals who have signed up to the code of conduct. They access standards which is an accreditation of skill to a framework – members in OM’s regularly engage in workshops for Registered IT technician (RITTech) or Chartered IT Professional (CITP) and for the Health community – Federation of Informatics Professionals (FEDIP). Encouraging staff to validate their skills not only raises the bar on what good looks like within the IT industry but encourage CPD and a wider interest in developing their skills.

The difference in being an Individual member and a member through an OM scheme is the motivation for joining. As an individual you’ve already decided how BCS can support your career,
however through an OM, your organisation has made this decision and it then becomes our job to help these individuals understand the ways in which BCS can be a valuable part of their career journey. The branch network, our specialist groups and our boards and committees play a vital role in bringing this to life. Offering events, communities and networking that caters for all is crucial to the success. Many of our OM members are young graduates, working parents and senior managers. Life is busy, they can’t always afford the time to visit branch meetings so offering them options on how they reach content is key, as is the type of content on offer. Our OM’s are normally very happy to get involved with the local branch, whether it be to host and event, share knowledge of local events or inspire ideas that would interest their staff. At BCS we feel privileged to be working with some wonderful corporate clients and our BCS Key Account Managers owning these relationships would be more than happy to work with any of our branch networks or volunteers to include our corporate clients in your plans. If your committee want to find out more about OM’s in your area just let your co-ordinator know.

4.7 Collaboration
We encourage partnerships of all kinds, not just with our organisational members. Here are some inspirational ways our volunteers have partnered with other organisations.

- **The Cybercrime Cup** an e-sports style hacking tournament for students, is a collaboration between volunteers and staff, run in partnership with BT.
- London North branch held a [discussion with Age UK](#) focused on how technology can support and aging population
- Berkshire Branch get involved in their community by supporting Teen Tech events and working with the national employment charity, Shaw Trust.

5. Helping you get started

To equip you with the skills and knowledge required for your role on the committee we provide you with some induction information. In addition to this handbook, we have provided [video content and e-learning](#) to help you get started on your volunteering journey with BCS. We recommend that you view the video content as soon as possible and complete the e-learning within the first month of taking on your role.

5.1 Video clips
The [video content](#) gives you an overview of our community and how volunteers help to further the work of BCS. You’ll hear from our President, the chair of our Community Board, and members of staff who will be supporting you.

John Higgins is the BCS President for the year 2021-2022. His role includes assisting in leading strategy and direction of the Institute by working alongside our CEO and consulting with the Council. The President will be one of the public faces of the Institute speaking on its behalf in public and the media.

In the first video you will hear Rebecca George, immediate past president, speak about:
• The purpose and aims of BCS
• Why volunteers are crucial in helping us to achieve our aims
• Why I volunteer for BCS
• What you can gain from volunteering

Jon Jeffrey is Head of Communities at BCS. Jon works with community board to set the overall strategic direction for our communities and supports the integration of volunteers and members in all BCS activity. In video he covers:

• How BCS staff work with members
• Community spirit in volunteering
• How volunteers support the development of members
• How volunteers contribute to the membership experience
• BCS community values

Alastair Revell chairs the BCS Community Board and works in partnership with our Head of Communities to define the vision for our communities and ensure that community activity is aligned to the BCS strategy. In his video he speaks about:

• Branches, SG’s, committees and governance structure
• The role of governance (trustees, council, community board) and how community fit in
• The community strategy
• Why does he volunteer?
• What support they can expect from Alastair and Community Board

Kerry Wear is part of our team of Community Coordinators who support volunteer community activity with all their day-to-day operational work such as funding, event organisation and web updates. In her video she covers:

• The role of a community coordinator
• How we support you
• Who can contact us and how you can get in touch

You will also see two clips from our volunteers to explain why they enjoy volunteering with BCS and some examples of the work they have done.

5.2 E-Learning

General Data Protection Act (GDPR)

This training is an interactive multi-media session which will take you around 30 minutes to complete. Completing this training is essential since we need to ensure the possibility of a data breach is minimised. It will help raise your awareness of the key points of GDPR and the risks you may come across as a volunteer.

The topics covered include:

• What is GDPR
• The key components
Unconscious Bias

This training is crucial as it helps us to identify any bias which may exist within us, and how to overcome these to increase diversity in the workplace. We want to operate in an inclusive way so that nobody is unintentionally left out of our work.

The topics covered include:

- What is unconscious bias
- Why does it matter
- How are biases formed
- How could unconscious bias show up at work and within BCS
- Identifying your attitudes to diversity differences
- The impact of unconscious bias on BCS
- How can each of us personally make a difference?

You can complete your unconscious bias training here. This can be completed alone but for the best experience see if there’s someone else who needs to complete the training and you can do it together. See the appendix at the end of this handbook for the quiz and case study resources you will need during the session.

5.3 Conventions

We hold member conventions twice a year to bring volunteers together (physically and/or virtually). This is a chance to share ideas about activities for your members, gain updates from BCS and find out how you can align your activities to BCS’ strategy. Each committee is allocated two spaces at the event, it is always great to see new faces so if you’re interested in attending the next convention then speak to the rest of your committee.

We also hold financial workshops which covers points including budgeting and completing the key documents for your group. If this applies to you, speak to the rest of your committee or your co-ordinator to find out when the next one is taking place.

6. Tools Used

This section outlines the main tools which will help you in your volunteering role.
6.1 Volunteer Portal
We have a dedicated area hosting many resources for volunteers, known as the volunteer portal. There is a search function on the top right-hand side where you can look up topics of interest. This website is the ‘go-to’ place to find information related to volunteering with BCS.

6.2 Events
We use EventBrite for all our community events, including webinars and other virtual events. To get your event set up just provide all the necessary details to your co-ordinators who will create the EventBrite page for you. When they do this, the event will also automatically be added to the BCS events calendar too.

6.3 Webpages
Each group has a webpage to advertise themselves and their work. These are managed by BCS staff so if any information needs updating please make a request to your co-ordinator.

6.4 Collaboration and document hosting
We also offer Basecamp for collaborative discussion and document hosting. Features include message boards, to-do lists and a campfire chat so people from other groups can all communicate with each other (and staff join is as well), please feel free to introduce yourself on here. It’s a great place to get to know other volunteers, ask questions, share ideas and promote what you’ve got going on. A video user guide can be found here. As before, if you need further guidance other members of your committee may be able to help, otherwise please contact your group co-ordinator in Swindon.

Some committees use other communication and collaboration tools which meet their needs, there are many platforms available so if there is something which works better for you then feel free to use it.

6.5 Email List Server
We have a list of email addresses for inter-committee communications and email lists for communicating with your members so that you can, for example, advertise events and provide updates on the work of the group. BCS also have generic mailing lists that are used internally for specific roles. If you want to send emails out using these lists speak to the rest of your committee or to your co-ordinator.

6.6 Filming and streaming
A good way to provide increased access to your events is to live stream or record them to be watched later. We have a YouTube channel which we can upload your content to, and a subscription to GoToWebinar and Zoom which will allow you to stream and/or record the event. You can find a GoToWebinar video tutorial, plus tips and further guidance on running an online event or committee meeting here.
6.7 Social Media and Brand Guidelines
Many groups already have social media accounts set up. Facebook and Twitter are the most frequently used. Check with your committee to find out if you already have an account set up and if not, you are welcome to create an account. LinkedIn is also popular with some groups, but if you wish to set up a LinkedIn group please ask your co-ordinator to do this - they will create the group and set the committee up as managers.

You can share social media responsibilities between the committee or allocate this activity to one person, however, please ensure more than one person has the log-in credentials to limit the risk of being locked/stagnant, and please notify your co-ordinator of any accounts which you do set up. When posting on social media and creating advertising material please be aware of the brand guidelines. Promotion of the group is a core group effort so re-tweeting things from your own accounts will also help with publicity.

Remember when taking photographs at events, some people may not wish to appear in these. If anyone does not wish to appear in photographs, then you can either take the photograph from another angle or you can edit the picture to blur them.

6.8 Promotional Materials
As a member and volunteer, you are representing BCS and may come across people who you believe could benefit from BCS membership. The resources below can be used to promote BCS among your networks.

- **About BCS membership** slide deck
- **Community flyer (A5)**
- **An overview of BCS** slide deck
- **Community flyer (A3)**
- **Join BCS leaflet**

As well as paying members of BCS we have introduced a Supporter Status. This allows people to keep in touch with BCS via a monthly email update. When you encounter non-members at your events or meetings this is a great way to help people stay in the loop with the latest news from us. Individuals can [sign up to the Supporter Status here](#).

You will meet people at all different stages of life. Existing volunteers have worked with us to create some [persona cards](#). These will help you think about how BCS can support people at different stages of their career journey, and what you can do to help them.

7. Volunteer Progression Pathway
This graphic below shows an example of how you can continue your BCS volunteering journey within the community space. We do not expect our volunteers to necessarily follow this path but, should you wish to, there are opportunities for you to move across into new roles.

We have a variety of volunteering opportunities, from getting involved with a branch or specialist group committee, to assessing levels of membership, or running workshops with primary school teachers to help them embed the computing curriculum.

As many of our volunteers will say, you get back as much as you give. The more activity you undertake in your volunteering role, the more skills and knowledge you will gain, and the more opportunities you will find. As volunteers contribute their time and effort to BCS, we would like to invest back into our volunteers as well. Therefore, we are also working on building an offering of personal development resources which volunteers would benefit from not only in their role with BCS but also in their wider professional life.

The graphic above illustrates an example of a volunteering journey. It begins with student chapters (see section 4.2). The next step could be becoming a committee member to support the running of a branch or specialist group and includes roles such as treasurer, secretary, diversity and inclusion officer and education liaison (see section 4.1). Once a role such as this has been fulfilled, the next step could be leading a group by becoming a chairperson. Following this, there are opportunities on governance committees, contributing to the running of BCS. Senior governance includes our Trustees and Council. Council acts as the conscience of the Institute, advising and guiding our Trustee Board and holding it accountable against our royal charter, charitable objectives and values. Thee trustees are elected by BCS Council and are our top-level strategy team. They make decisions on our business plan, budget and chairs of subordinate boards. The President is a Trustee and Chairs the Trustee Board (similar to a non-executive Chair of a company board). The President assists the CEO in leading strategy and direction of the Institute and consulting with the Council.

8. Top Tips

Here are some pointers which you may find useful during your time as a community volunteer.

**Accessibility:**

When arranging a venue for meetings and events you should consider whether the venue is accessible, ensure parking is adequate and wheelchair access is available. Make sure it has enough space, and furniture, to comfortably accommodate all invitees. Consider whether the venue suitable for confidential discussion if necessary.
Vulnerable Adults, and Children and Young People:

If you plan any work with children and young people, safeguarding is a priority. If you’re visiting an educational institution, then check whether they require a DBS check to be carried out. Schools are usually able to run these free of charge for those carrying out volunteer work with their students. If a DBS check is not required, then ensure a member of staff or a parent/carer is always present. Our full children and vulnerable adults protection policy can be found here. If you have any further queries around safeguarding, please contact your group co-ordinator in Swindon.

Mental Health

The health and wellbeing of our volunteers is of utmost importance to us. If you are struggling at any point with a mental health issue and feel able to discuss it with another committee member, they will help you to make arrangements whether that be giving you some extra support or enabling you to temporarily take a break from your duties or giving you some extra support. The mental health charity Mind has some great resources if you or someone you know is struggling.

Stepping Down:

In the unfortunate circumstance that you find yourself stepping down from the role we ask that you make sure all necessary documents are made available to your committee and that you handover any ongoing work to them. You will also be asked to complete an exit survey at the end of your role which will help us make continuous improvements to our volunteers’ experience.

9. Handy Links

Volunteers are extremely important to the functioning of BCS and our data policy reduces the amount of risk that our volunteers take on during the day-to-day running of their groups.

Event organisation guidance including a non-disclosure agreement template and details of our London office (room layouts and capacities)

Check our Finance Guidance which details how to claim expenses

Our New Beginnings webpage is where you can keep up with the latest activity across the community

Community principles slide deck

Our Eventbrite account page shows you the entire range of events we have coming up
10. Contact List

Kerry Wear – Community Co-ordinator – kerry.wear@bcs.uk

Marie Setterfield - Community Co-ordinator – marie.setterfield@bcs.uk

Mandy Bauer – Events Executive – mandy.bauer@bcs.uk

Community co-ordinators team (this address will contact all the staff named above) -
groups@hq.bcs.uk and the team can also be reached at 01793 417 478 and someone will be available between 08:00 and 17:15

Jon Jeffrey – Head of Community – jon.jeffrey@bcs.uk

For matters involving expenses contact the finance Team at ap.finance@bcs.uk

If you would like authors of our books to speak at your one of your events contact the publishing team at publishing@bcs.uk

11. Testamonials

We hope you find volunteering with BCS a valuable experience. Remember that you get what you give. We asked some of our longer standing volunteers why they got involved and why they continue to contribute to BCS...

“I volunteer with BCS to help the IT community in different ways. I believe in BCS’s mission and consider it my second home”, Soheir Ghallab, IT Consultant, Business Change Specialist Group

“I believe our profession needs people with experience and vision about what ‘good IT’ could be, from professional development and the contribution to society perspective”, Elena Beratarbide, Programme Director of Digital Health and Care Strategy for Scottish Government, BCS Health and Care, Scotland

“I volunteer with BCS to make better links between BCS and higher education, and to encourage more young people into computing careers via STEM and branch events”, Jonathan Westlake, Senior Lecturer, Staffordshire University, North Staffordshire Branch

“I volunteer to give back to the community: I’ve never failed to be surprised at the sheer breadth of our industry and the depth of knowledge and experience in some outstanding applicants. It’s also been a pleasure to work closely with some very professional and experienced peers. For anyone
considering becoming an assessor, I would recommend it wholeheartedly as an excellent way of giving back to the community and developing personal skills”, Roger Fowler, Membership Assessor

“It’s easily the best thing I’ve ever been involved with in terms of challenge, skills and feeling good”,
Ian Clapshaw, Barefoot Volunteer

“I want to help the industry maintain best practice and ethical standards in what and how we deliver IT for the community”, Phil Hopkins, South Wales Branch
Unconscious Bias

Quiz
Unconscious bias – self Awareness

To assess how you communicate in a multi-cultural setting, rate your responses to the statements below. Use a scale of 1 to 5 to rate how strongly you agree with the statement, 1 being low agreement and 5 being high. This is strictly for your own self-awareness and will not be used by anyone but you during the session.

1. I appreciate different ways of communicating. _____

2. I avoid jargon or slang when I’m around those who don’t understand my cultural jargon, or slang. _____

3. I listen as I speak; I do not interrupt. _____

4. I consider the effect of cultural differences on messages being transmitted. _____

5. I check my assumptions about others who are culturally or racially different than I. _____

6. When experiencing frustration or sensing conflict in a cross-cultural situation, I ask myself, “What’s really going on here?” _____

7. I realize others may stereotype me and I try to overcome any incorrect assumptions they make about me. _____

8. I do not judge people on their accent or language fluency. _____

9. I never use ethnic jokes and I object when others do. _____

BCS, The Chartered Institute for IT – Unconscious Bias Training Quiz
10. I never make remarks that are “hot buttons” for women, people of color, or any other group. 

11. I recognize I am a product of my own upbringing, and my way is not the only way. 

12. I’m patient and flexible. I can accept different ways of getting a job done as long as the results are good. 

13. I am curious about people who are different than I, thus, I make it my business to meet people who are different than I by race, gender, culture. 

14. Some of my friends or associates are different from me in age, gender, race, physical abilities, economic status, sexual orientation and education. 

15. I listen carefully. 

16. I like people and accept them as they are. 

17. I am sensitive to the feelings of others and observe their reactions when I am talking. 

18. I am aware of my prejudice and consciously try to control my assumptions about people. 

19. I ask for clarification when I don’t understand what someone is saying. 

20. I recognise my personal and cultural values and know which values I am able to compromise without losing my integrity. 

HOW TO SCORE: Total your answers. If your score is 80 or above, you probably value diversity and are able to work with people who are different from yourself. If you score is 50 or below, you probably experience much difficulty working in a multi-cultural setting and could benefit from further training. Between 50 and 80 you are headed in the right direction, but there is much room for improvement.
Case Study 1

Background
Lucy was ambitious. She was realistic about her personal and professional life. She had been part of a global bank for a number of years. For a while she had been thinking about taking a leap forward to ‘climb up the ladder’ at the company, from being a manager to wanting to be on boards and on the executive body.

She has young children and she believes that this should not have an impact on any career or professional progression.

Situation
Lucy talked to her male colleague within the Bank about her plans. Here is a direct quote from her interview with me:

Lucy: ‘I told him I want to move up the ladder as it were, so I could make a difference to customer policies. He basically said that I need to get a baby sitter sorted out and also start thinking like a man. He said that obviously I would need a lot of support from the male members of the bank and he didn’t think that I would get it’.

Result
Lucy is now an ex-employee of the bank. She has not and will not return. She said that she will never forget being told that. She also said that she didn’t think that the person who said it meant any harm as they probably did not realise what they said was offensive to her.
Case Study 2

Background
Bentley was an ambitious individual working at a large law firm. He wanted to make a CSR contribution to his local legal outreach team; he had been a student member of the Legal outreach team for years and now wanted to take a little more responsibility.

Situation
Bentley talked to someone in the outreach team to get some advice about how to help out more in local meetings but was met with the following response. Quote:

Bentley: ‘When I asked if I could help out, I was just gawped at. The leader of the outreach team said: ‘but you are a student’, I was shocked. I went to every meeting and had helped out lots. His deputy said that this is a professional customer facing body so we have to make sure that it keeps its professional image... sometimes students can tarnish that image’.

Result
He is still a member of the outreach team but will not attend local events as he does not feel welcome. Even though he is now more senior, and has been asked a number of times to return to be part of the outreach team, he has refused. He is now an active local member of another CSR group.
Case Study 3

Background
Jeff was working at his local council and had been for three years. He had progressed in his career and wanted to make a significant contribution to the work of the council. He wanted to make a contribution to professionalism that the council adhered to.

Situation
Jeff approached his manager to discuss how to pursue a place on the professionalism board within the council as he felt this was where he could make the biggest contribution. He wanted to be part of the team which worked with local employers. Unfortunately he was given the following response:

Jeff: ‘I asked Alex how to do things for the council beyond my present role and asked how to get nominated for the professionalism board. I thought Alex would know as he sometimes gets involved in that stuff. However he said that my sexuality – I am gay – would not fit the image of the council. I was distraught. I just cannot believe it. I felt like handing in my notice straight away.’

Result
After a period of deliberating Jeff ended up resigning. He said that he made it clear to his colleagues, who were also homosexual, what had been said and what he had done. He said that he is aware that his manager probably did not realise what he was saying. But that did not stop him from feeling upset about the situation.
Case Study 4

Background
Jade is a member of the board of governors for her local school. She is ambitious and would like to do her job on the board well.

Situation
Jade enjoys what she does but she is getting frustrated with the male members of the board:

Jade: ‘It was OK at first, but recently more and more board members have been making comments about me being a woman. Phrases such as ‘well of course to do that you must grow some balls... but you can’t’. Things like that just get to you. You can’t tell anyone because they will just think you are weak... even the other women’.

Result
Jade is still part of the board in question and because it is not intentional she does not feel she can speak up.
Case Study 5

Background
Aaron has been a teacher in a local school for the last three years. Recently he has converted to Islam. He has found that since this has happened he’s been treated differently.

Situation
Since he has become a Muslim he informed his supervisor that during the month of Ramadan he could not attend certain meetings as they would be taking place at the times he had to pray. His supervisor and head of department were fine with it at first, but then said that he would have to relinquish his position leading the extra-curricula groups that he was part of.

Aaron: ‘I do my job, so not being able to go to meetings for religious reasons didn’t seem like a big issue as I don’t slack. But then all of a sudden it became a big issue. I don’t think they realised they were being somewhat racist but it felt like they just genuinely did not understand how important it was for me to pray. It’s become very difficult.’

Result
He is still part of his the extra-curricula groups and he is trying to work things through. He feels that by giving up he is giving in.
Case Study 6

Background
Courtney has been a member of the executive for 5 years at a large HR institute. He enjoys his role and is excited by the wealth of possibilities the HR institute can bring for professionals. He is excited to be part of it.

Situation
Courtney has recently started a family and his youngest child has started school. Since then he has found that he is much more ‘out of the loop’. After reflecting on this he said the following:

Courtney: ‘I love being part of this HR institute. I enjoy going to the board and meeting my peers. However since having my children I have been left out a lot of conversations. I found that this is because other members seem to go to the pub after meetings and I cannot afford to lose the time I have with my children. I am finding that meetings for the board I am in are having meetings at times I cannot make – even though I have told the board secretary. I am finding it a lot harder to keep up my commitments to the Institute.’

Result
He is still part of executive and is committed to making this work, however he feels unhappy about the situation. He says he has nothing against people going to the pub etc but the outcome makes him feel left out and not part of the HR institute community he felt he was in before he had children.
Case Study 7

Background
Naz was an active member of the mums network in her area. She helped set up meetings and attended them. She has recently been diagnosed with an aggressive form of Multiple Sclerosis, which has meant that she needs to use a wheelchair.

Situation
Since being diagnosed with the condition and also being told she will need a wheelchair, she has found it a lot harder to get out and about. She has found that her area team was a bit difficult to deal with:

Naz: ‘It was obviously a shock being diagnosed with something so serious and something which will have such a dramatic impact on my life. We have all of our area meetings in a room which is quite inaccessible for me as a wheelchair user. There are no lifts! Well there are but we need smart card access after a certain time. So it is impossible for me to be part of meetings. I have asked for an alternative room or even for the talks to be recorded. Both have been declined’.

Result
Naz has stopped her membership and is not looking to renew her membership until her area group has made provisions for disabled members. She has told her friends about it and they have also canceled their membership.
Case Study 8

Background
Darien has been a member of his scientific institute regional committee for the last 5 years. He recently got re-elected. However, he was recently asked to resign from the committee by his governing committee.

Situation
Darien was recently asked to leave his committee due to his sexuality:

Darien: ‘I told a colleague in my region my sexuality. My employers have no problem with it, my family have no issue with it and nor do my friends. In the next regional meeting the chair asked me if what he had heard was true. I said yes it was. He said that this is not the image this institute wants to convey and it would be best if I leave as it would tarnish our region's name if I stayed’.

Result
He is still a member. He feels that the chair genuinely thought that he was doing his best for the region. He hasn’t seen his regional team since he was told to leave. He doesn’t attend group meetings but only large centrally organized events.
Case Study 9

Background
Sumaiya joined her local sporting charity recently and had just started going to meetings. Her company was in talks with the divisional chair of the charity to sponsor a couple of future events.

Situation
She suffered a racist incident by another member of the sporting charity.

Sumaiya: ‘I was the only woman in the room. This was fine. I am a Muslim so I had on a full Burka, which meant that only my eyes could be seen. However during my fourth and last meeting at the charity I was asked if I had a ‘bomb’ underneath my Burka. I was outraged. I was told that this was said in jest and I shouldn’t take it so seriously. But it was difficult.’

Result
The local member who said that is still a member. Sumaiya is not going to be renewing her membership and the charity did not get any event sponsorship from her company.
Case Study 10

Background
James is a member of the Board of Governors at a Business Angels Funding Body; he has had to take a step back for a while due to his personal life. He enjoys his role but is considering stepping down.

Situation
James has felt that since his divorce he has found his role at Business Angels a lot harder. James says:

‘The divorce was messy. I got the kids, which was amazing. But it means that meetings on the Board of Governors are a little tricky as it’s during school dropping off and picking up time. I can manage it. I told a male colleague about this and he suggested I quit the Board if I cannot put all my time into it. I am doing the work, it’s more the assumption that I won’t because of my new commitments. I once left a meeting early as did a female colleague – I was told that I should have got a baby sitter; whereas the reaction to the female colleague was a lot more sympathetic.

Result
This person is still a member of the Board of Governors and is working hard to attend all meetings and arrange picking up his children. His issue was not that of arranging baby sitters etc, but more that his female colleagues got a lot less ‘stress’. It was expected that female members would have this issue whereas it was a lot more of a revelation when he told people that he was a single father.
Case Study 11

Background
Simon is an active member of a Scientific Society for Biologists. He is on the Governing Body and on various other committees. He is well known and committed.

Situation
Simon feels he is being treated differently due to his age. He says the following:

‘In meetings I feel that my views are not as important or as valid due to my age. I am constantly told that I haven’t been there long enough to know the history. I am also being looked upon as the ‘what do the young people do these days?’ I am obviously younger than my counterparts on the governing body and other boards but I feel that sometimes being singled out for just one thing is frustrating. I feel people should take equal notice of my opinions, whether it’s about policy or younger people. In another note, it’s also a little lonely being surrounded by so many older people!’

Result
This person will carry on being a member doing the various activities but is going to try to be a little more assertive. He says that he wants older volunteers to understand that all views count and not just those who have been in on the governing body or in the Society for many years.